BRIDGE ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTS
We are pleased to now be the Sole Stockists (with the exception of Bridge
themselves) of the amazing Bridge Range of Acoustic Instruments. These
fine Instruments include the Siren Violin in 4 & 5 String variants, and the
Woodstock Violin, also in 4 & 5 String variants.
Also stocked are the Siren and Woodstock Cellos, and when available the
Viola as well.
The 5 String Violins are a great innovation for those violinists, also wanting
to step into the realms of the viola without sacrificing the violin. Amazingly
the `C’ string really works, and players who have purchased these violins
have remarked at how easy the experience is. The bridge curvature is just
right to enable playing all 5 strings with ease. The unmistakable Bridge
Headstock, based on the 1710 Stradivari Viola da Gamba, points out the
pedigree of these beautiful instruments.
We have no hesitation in suggesting that these instruments will be
considered in future years as among the best, and will command the kind of
price, which a master instrument will cost.

COMMON FEATURES
Many of the features are common to
both Siren & Woodstock models:
Hand Carved Spruce top with a well
flamed back & ribs.
Neck & Headstock carved from a
single maple block.
Headstock is a modified copy of a
1710 Stradivari Viol da Gamba.
Ebony Fingerboard shaped to
professional standards.
Top quality Ebony Nut

We are pleased to say that our prices are considerably lower than Bridge
themselves, and that is with a full Luthier set-up, as opposed to a Factory setup.
Currently we have in stock the full range of violins & cellos, but at these
prices they won’t stay long.

Neck hand coloured & finished with
oils, for a fast smooth traditional
finish.

Siren & Woodstock 4 String Violin
Siren & Woodstock 5 String Violin
Siren & Woodstock Viola still awaited Price
Siren & Woodstock Cello

Traditional Oil Varnishing, with
sympathetic antiquing.

SIREN

£800
£900
£1350
£2150
WOODSTOCK

Hand cut top quality bridge.

Set Up to full professional standards
by Bridge & refined by JPB

BRIDGE SIREN 4 STRING VIOLIN

BRIDGE SIREN 5 STRING VIOLIN

UNIQUE SIREN FEATURES:
Stylised `F’ hole in finely carved crescent design: Ebony Fittings: Aluminium Adjustable Tailpiece: Pirastro Tonica
Strings E, A, D, & G (4 string Violin); Pirastro Tonica Strings E, A, D, & G & Helicore C (5 string Violin).
Cello D’Addario Helicore

BRIDGE WOODSTOCK 4 STRING VIOLIN

BRIDGE WOODSTOCK 5 STRING VIOLIN

UNIQUE WOODSTOCK FEATURES:
Stylised white pearl branches inlaid in boxwood frames carved into Headstock shield & beneath button.
Stylised `F’ hole in finely carved in `Tree of Life’ Theme with leafy design: Boxwood Fittings & Tailpiece with
single Adjuster: Pirastro Tonica Strings E, A, D, & G (4 string Violin); Pirastro Tonica Strings E, A, D, & G &
Helicore C (5 string Violin): Cello D’Addario Helicore

SIREN CELLO FRONT & REAR VIEW

SIREN TAILPIECE & `F’ HOLES

WOODSTOCK CELLO FRONT & REAR VIEW

WOODSTOCK TAILPIECE & `F’ HOLES

